Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver .....#TG-E-35-B or S
Similar to triggerguards found on Reading or Berks County rifles, this triggerguard has a large bow for use with double set triggers. Wider and earlier than most, the flats echo the octagon barrel theme.
#TG-E-35-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $14.50
#TG-E-35-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $15.50

Use our exact actual size photographs to create a full size rifle plan:
Produced at great expense, effort, and after considerable delay, Track’s catalog of exact actual size photographs is copyright protected. Catalog owners may trace or copy these images for personal use.
Make a full size plan drawing of your next gun. Build it on paper, solving any problems before you begin cutting! Trace or photocopy these parts on paper or mylar, and draw in the screws, bolts, pins, and other details. Design errors are easy to correct on paper, much harder to fix, after work begins.
Draw your own full size plan, even if you have our printed plan. Drawing helps deepen your knowledge and understanding of your gun’s part geometry.

Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver .....#TG-E-36-B or S
Very similar to our TG-MA-143-B triggerguard, this design is obviously the work of the famous longrifle maker, Wolfgang Haga.
Use it on Reading or Berks County styled longrifles. Mount it with two of our steel #Pin-3/32 dowel pins, though the integral pin lugs.
#TG-E-36-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $14.50
#TG-E-36-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $15.50